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a b s t r a c t 

There have been many studies demonstrating children born very preterm exhibit brain white matter microstruc- 

tural alterations, which have been related to neurodevelopmental difficulties. These prior studies have often been 

based on diffusion MRI modelling and analysis techniques, which commonly focussed on white matter microstruc- 

tural properties in children born very preterm. However, there have been relatively fewer studies investigating 

the free-water content of the white matter, and also the microstructure and free-water content of the cortical 

grey matter, in children born very preterm. These biophysical properties of the brain change rapidly during fetal 

and neonatal brain development, and therefore such properties are likely also adversely affected by very preterm 

birth. In this study, we investigated the relationship of very preterm birth ( < 30 weeks’ gestation) to both white 

matter and cortical grey matter microstructure and free-water content in childhood using advanced diffusion MRI 

analyses. A total of 130 very preterm participants and 45 full-term control participants underwent diffusion MRI at 

age 13 years. Diffusion tissue signal fractions derived by Single-Shell 3-Tissue Constrained Spherical Deconvolu- 

tion were used to investigate brain tissue microstructural and free-water composition. The tissue microstructural 

and free-water composition metrics were analysed using a voxel-based analysis and cortical region-of-interest 

analysis approach. Very preterm 13-year-olds exhibited reduced white matter microstructural density and in- 

creased free-water content across widespread regions of the white matter compared with controls. Additionally, 

very preterm 13-year-olds exhibited reduced microstructural density and increased free-water content in spe- 

cific temporal, frontal, occipital and cingulate cortical regions. These brain tissue composition alterations were 

strongly associated with cerebral white matter abnormalities identified in the neonatal period, and concurrent 

adverse cognitive and motor outcomes in very preterm children. The findings demonstrate brain microstructural 

and free-water alterations up to thirteen years from neonatal brain abnormalities in very preterm children that 

relate to adverse neurodevelopmental outcomes. 
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. Introduction 

Over 10% of births every year are preterm ( < 37 weeks’ gestational

ge) ( Chawanpaiboon et al., 2019 ). Preterm birth is associated with in-

reased risk for neonatal brain injury or abnormalities, primarily in the
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ulnerable immature cerebral white matter (WM), with secondary dys-

aturation of cortical and subcortical grey matter (GM) ( Volpe, 2019 ).

esearch of the consequences of preterm birth on the later developmen-

al dysmaturation that may occur following neonatal brain injury or

bnormalities is needed to understand the high rates of adverse neu-
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f  
odevelopmental outcomes reported in preterm children ( Saigal and

oyle, 2008 ). 

Key magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) studies have reported al-

ered brain volumes in very preterm (VP; < 32 weeks’ gestational age)

nfants, children and adolescents compared with full-term (FT) controls,

ncluding in frontal, occipital, temporal, and cingulate cortical GM re-

ions ( de Kieviet et al., 2012 ; Hadaya and Nosarti, 2020 ; Keunen et al.,

012 ; Zhou et al., 2018 ). However, brain volume per se does not reflect

he microstructural brain properties affected by VP birth. Thus, diffusion-

eighted MRI data has been analysed using the diffusion tensor imaging

DTI) model, identifying altered microstructure in widespread periven-

ricular and non-periventricular WM regions in VP infants, children and

dolescents compared with FT controls ( Dibble et al., 2021 ; Li et al.,

015 ; Pandit et al., 2013 ). Despite being commonly used, DTI measures

rovide limited information on biological mechanisms underlying re-

orted findings, as they are not specific to particular microstructural

roperties and are confounded by extra-axonal signal and fibre geome-

ry ( Jones et al., 2013 ). Some recent studies applied advanced diffusion

RI models and analysis frameworks such as Neurite Orientation Dis-

ersion and Density Imaging (NODDI) ( Kelly et al., 2016 ; Young et al.,

019 ) and fixel-based analysis ( Kelly et al., 2020 ; Pannek et al., 2018 ;

echeva et al., 2019 ), showing VP birth is associated more specifically

ith reduced WM axon density in many WM fibre tracts. 

Thus, as described above, prior diffusion MRI studies in VP-born chil-

ren have commonly focussed on the microstructure of the WM, with

elatively fewer studies also investigating other measures such as free-

ater content in the WM, and in other regions such as the cortical GM,

n VP-born children. These biophysical properties of the brain change

apidly during fetal and neonatal brain development ( Ouyang et al.,

019 ), and therefore such properties are likely adversely affected by VP

irth. Recent diffusion MRI advancements, such as Single-Shell 3-Tissue

onstrained Spherical Deconvolution (SS3T-CSD), enable investigation

f brain WM and cortical GM microstructure and free-water properties

 Dhollander and Connelly, 2016 ). SS3T-CSD has been applied to study

he microstructural and free-water properties of typically developing

rain tissue ( Dhollander et al., 2019a ), and pathological tissue in neu-

odegenerative diseases ( Khan et al., 2020 ; Khan et al., 2021 ; Mito et al.,

020 ). In these applications, tissue is characterised in terms of its rel-

tive composition of “WM-like ” (T W 

), “GM-like ” (T G ), and “CSF-like ”

T C , i.e., free-water) diffusion signal characteristics. For example, during

ypical neonatal brain development, a relative increase in WM-like sig-

al and decrease in CSF-like signal occurs in cerebral WM regions; this

emporally corresponds to microstructural axonal and myelin develop-

ent accompanied by decreasing free-water content in the cerebral WM

 Dhollander et al., 2019a ). It is important to note that, while these dif-

usion signal representations are calibrated by the three key diffusion

atterns of WM, GM and CSF, they do not imply biological similarity.

or example, in neurodegenerative diseases, increases in “GM-like ” (T G )

ignal have been observed in cerebral WM lesions ( Khan et al., 2020 ;

han et al., 2021 ; Mito et al., 2020 ): the relative shift from a “WM-like ”

T W 

) signal to a more “GM-like ” (T G ) signal in these WM lesions is com-

atible with axon and myelin loss and gliosis, which shares no biological

esemblance to GM, yet from a diffusion signal point of view effectively

ndicates slightly increased diffusivity and decreased anisotropy. 

The effect of VP birth on these three-tissue compositions (T W 

, T G and

 C ) has not been investigated. Application of three-tissue compositions

ould complement and expand prior research to provide information on

icrostructure and free-water content of the WM and cortical GM in VP-

orn children and adolescents. In the current study, we aimed to inves-

igate effects of VP birth on brain WM and GM microstructural and free-

ater properties at age 13 years. As the three-tissue compositions have

reviously been analysed specifically in WM regions ( Khan et al., 2020 ;

han et al., 2021 ; Mito et al., 2020 ), we employed a bespoke approach to

nalyse the three-tissue compositions across the whole-brain via a voxel-

ased analysis (VBA). Additionally, given there have been relatively few

rior studies of cortical microstructure in VP children and adolescents,
2 
e detailed the three-tissue compositions in cortical regions-of-interest

ROIs). We hypothesised that disruption to early brain development by

P birth is associated with widespread reduced microstructural density

i.e., reduced T W 

in the WM and reduced T G in the cortical GM) and

ncreased free-water content (i.e., increased T C in the same WM and

ortical GM regions) later in childhood (at age 13 years). Additionally,

e hypothesise these patterns of tissue composition alterations are more

ronounced following neonatal brain injury and abnormalities, and are

elated to adverse neurodevelopmental outcomes in VP children. 

. Methods 

.1. Participant recruitment 

Infants born VP ( < 30 weeks’ gestation or < 1250 g) were recruited be-

ween July 2001 and December 2003 from the Royal Women’s Hospital,

elbourne (a total of n = 224 VP infants were recruited). Control infants

orn FT ( ≥ 37 weeks’ gestation) were also recruited (a total of n = 76 FT

nfants were recruited). Infants with genetic or congenital abnormalities

ere excluded. All participants were invited to return for assessments,

ncluding MRI, at 13 years of age. Brain volumes and WM microstruc-

ure (based on fixel-based analysis) for the VP compared with FT par-

icipants in this cohort at age 13 years have been previously reported

 Kelly et al., 2020 ; Thompson et al., 2020 ). The study was approved by

he Human Research and Ethics Committees of the Royal Women’s Hos-

ital and The Royal Children’s Hospital, Melbourne, and parents gave

ritten informed consent. 

.2. Perinatal data collection 

Extensive data were collected in the perinatal period and were used

n the current study for the purpose of correlating with brain tissue com-

osition data at age 13 years. These perinatal data included the follow-

ng variables: gestational age at birth; sex; birth weight standardised for

estational age and sex (birth weight z-score) ( Cole et al., 1998 ); ma-

or neonatal brain injuries (intraventricular haemorrhage ( Papile et al.,

978 ) and cystic periventricular leukomalacia, which were diagnosed by

erial cranial ultrasound prior to term-equivalent age in the VP group);

eonatal infection (which was defined as the presence of sepsis and/or

roven necrotizing enterocolitis); neonatal brain abnormalities (which

ere assessed from MRI at term-equivalent age, i.e., 38-42 weeks’ post-

enstrual age, using an established scoring system ( Kidokoro et al.,

013 )). The neonatal cranial ultrasound and the neonatal MRI variables

ere analysed separately. 

.3. 13-year neurodevelopmental assessments 

IQ was estimated using the Kaufman Brief Intelligence Test, Second

dition (KBIT2) ( Kaufman and Kaufman, 1997 ), with a mean (M) of 100

nd standard deviation (SD) of 15. Motor ability was assessed using the

otal motor score (M = 10, SD = 3) from the Movement Assessment Battery

or Children, Second Edition (MABC-2) ( Henderson et al., 2007 ). 

.4. 13-year MRI 

MRI data were acquired using a 3T Siemens Trio scanner at the Royal

hildren’s Hospital, Melbourne. Diffusion MRI data were acquired with

0 gradient directions, b = 2800 s/mm 

2 , 4 b = 0 s/mm 

2 images, repetition

ime = 3200 ms, echo time = 110 ms, and 2.4 mm isotropic voxels. T 1 -

eighted anatomical images were also acquired with 0.9 mm isotropic

oxels. Brain volumes were derived from the T 1 -weighted images as

reviously described ( Thompson et al., 2020 ). 

.5. Diffusion MRI pre-processing and modelling 

Diffusion MRI image processing was predominantly per-

ormed using the MRtrix3 ( Tournier et al., 2019 ), MRtrix3Tissue
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i  
 https://3Tissue.github.io , a fork of MRtrix3), and FSL ( Jenkinson et al.,

012 ) software packages. Preprocessing included Gibbs-ringing cor-

ection ( Kellner et al., 2016 ), motion and distortion correction

 Andersson et al., 2017 ; Andersson et al., 2016 ; Andersson and

otiropoulos, 2016 ; Schilling et al., 2019 ), estimation and aver-

ging of 3-tissue response functions ( Dhollander et al., 2019b ),

psampling to 1.5 mm isotropic voxels, SS3T-CSD ( Dhollander and

onnelly, 2016 ), and global intensity normalisation and bias field

orrection ( Dhollander et al., 2021 ). Diffusion image quality was high

s determined by visual inspection and automatically using the FSL

UAD and SQUAD tools ( Bastiani et al., 2019 ). These steps ultimately

esulted in the WM (fibre orientation distribution), GM and CSF signal

ompartment images for each participant. A WM fibre orientation

istribution population template for the study was made by iteratively

ormalising and averaging 30 (15 VP, 15 FT) participants’ images using

 symmetric diffeomorphic fibre orientation distribution-based image

egistration algorithm ( Raffelt et al., 2011 ). 

.6. Tissue signal fraction map generation 

Each participant’s WM, GM and CSF signal compartment images

ere registered to the template ( Raffelt et al., 2011 ). Registration accu-

acy for all participants was ensured by visual inspection. After this, each

ompartment was divided by the sum of all three compartments. This

enerated the WM-like, GM-like and CSF-like tissue signal fraction maps ,

enoted as T W 

, T G and T C respectively ( Khan et al., 2020 ; Khan et al.,

021 ; Mito et al., 2020 ). These tissue signal fractions have previously

een described extensively ( Khan et al., 2020 ; Khan et al., 2021 ; Mito

t al., 2020 ). The reliability and long-term stability of these tissue signal

ractions has also been established previously ( Newman et al., 2020 ). 

.7. Whole-brain VBA 

The tissue signal fraction maps were smoothed (full width half

aximum = 4mm) and analysed via voxel-based analysis (VBA) with

eneral linear modelling, threshold-free cluster enhancement and non-

arametric permutation testing ( Smith and Nichols, 2009 ). Statistical

nalyses were restricted to brain parenchyma (i.e., excluding the ven-

ricles). The tissue signal fractions were compared between the VP and

T groups, and correlated with each perinatal risk factor and neurode-

elopmental outcome separately in the VP group only, adjusted for age

nd sex. This primary analysis correlated the tissue signal fractions with

Q and motor scores in the VP group only, because we were interested

n investigating whether tissue composition alterations correlated with

he higher rates of adverse IQ and motor outcomes that have been re-

orted in VP children ( Saigal and Doyle, 2008 ). We then also performed

econdary analyses to correlate the tissue signal fractions with cogni-

ive and motor outcomes in all participants (VP and FT), and investi-

ate whether relationships of the tissue signal fractions with cognitive

nd motor outcomes differed between the VP and FT participants (i.e., a

roup-by-outcome interaction analysis). Statistical significance was de-

ned as p < 0.05, after correction for the family-wise error rate. 

.8. Cortical ROI analysis 

Given the challenges and limitations with aligning cortical regions

o a template in the VBA, which could potentially mean the VBA does

ot provide a clear representation of group differences or correlations

ith clinical factors in cortical regions, we performed an additional cor-

ical ROI analysis in native (subject) space. The T 1 -weighted images

ere aligned to the diffusion MRI data and processed using FreeSurfer

 Fischl, 2012 ). Region-averaged T W 

, T G and T C values were sampled

rom 34 cortical regions per hemisphere defined using the Desikan-

illiany atlas ( Fig. 1 ) ( Desikan et al., 2006 ). These data were then anal-

sed using a previously described framework for 3-tissue compositional
3 
ata analysis ( Dhollander et al., 2019a ). This analysis involved trans-

orming the average T W 

, T G and T C values for each cortical region into

 pair of isometric log-ratios ( ilr 1 and ilr 2 ). This ilr transform is designed

o account for the interdependence and boundedness of the 3 signal

ractions (i.e., T W 

+ T G + T C = 1 and all are bounded between 0 and

), allowing for multivariate analyses (e.g., MANCOVAs) ( Khan et al.,

020 ; Khan et al., 2021 ; Mito et al., 2020 ). The ilr transformed values

ere compared between the VP and FT groups, and correlated with each

erinatal risk factor and neurodevelopmental outcome separately in the

P group, adjusted for age and sex, using R version 3.6.3. From each

f these analyses, we obtained a (single) false discovery rate-corrected

 -value for each test in each cortical region, indicating whether the

-tissue composition “as a whole ” significantly differed between the

roups, or was significantly correlated with the clinical variables in that

egion. These p -values were visualised on the semi-inflated white mat-

er surface using ggseg3d ( Mowinckel and Vidal-Piñeiro, 2019 ). The ilr

alues can thus be used for indicating whether there is a significant dif-

erence in, or correlation with, the overall tissue composition; however,

urther interpretation of any effects relies on the original T W 

, T G and T C 

alues themselves, which can be visualised using ternary plots for this

urpose. 

. Results 

.1. Participant characteristics 

Of the 224 VP infants and 76 FT infants recruited, a total of 179

P children and 61 FT children were followed up at age 13 years, of

hich 141 VP children and 47 FT children underwent MRI. The main

easons that participants were not followed up at age 13 years included

amilies declining or withdrawing from the study, living in other coun-

ries, or being unable to be contacted ( Thompson et al., 2020 ). Of the

articipants who underwent MRI at age 13 years, 130 VP participants

nd 45 FT participants had images suitable for analysis in the current

tudy. Exclusions were due to incomplete or incorrect image acquisi-

ions ( n = 11) or movement-induced artefacts ( n = 2). Age at MRI and sex

id not differ significantly between the VP and FT groups ( Table 1 ).

he VP group had more brain MRI abnormalities in the neonatal pe-

iod, and lower intracranial volume, total WM volume, total cortical

M volume, IQ and motor scores at age 13 years compared with the

T group ( Table 1 ). Baseline perinatal characteristics did not differ sig-

ificantly between participants compared with non-participants (who

ere recruited but not included in the current study; all p > 0.05). Rela-

ionships between perinatal and neurodevelopmental variables within

he VP group are provided in Supplementary Table S1 which is within

upplementary Document 2. 

.2. Results of the whole-brain VBA 

Compared with the FT group, the VP group exhibited significantly

family-wise error corrected p < 0.05) lower “WM-like ” diffusion signal

T W 

), higher “GM-like ” signal (T G ), and higher “CSF-like ” signal (T C ) in

ubstantial parts of the WM, including the corpus callosum, cingulum,

uperior and inferior longitudinal fasciculus, tapetum, uncinate fascicu-

us, anterior and posterior limb of the internal capsule, external capsule,

ptic radiation, fornix/stria terminalis, anterior commissure, and cere-

ellar white matter (p-values are shown in Fig. 2 ; effect sizes are shown

n Supplementary Fig. S1 which is within Supplementary Document 2).

o demonstrate this relative shift from a WM-like signal towards a more

M-like and/or CSF-like signal in WM regions, we additionally delin-

ated specific periventricular and non-periventricular WM regions in

emplate space ( Wasserthal et al., 2018 ), and extracted and plotted tis-

ue compositions in these regions (Supplementary Fig. S2 within Sup-

lementary Document 2). 

Concurrently, in portions of the cortical GM we observed signif-

cantly lower T G and higher T C in the VP group compared with

https://3Tissue.github.io
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Fig. 1. T W 

, T G and T C maps for a randomly chosen representative participant, without (top row) and with (bottom row) the cortical regions of interest overlaid. 

Table 1 

Characteristics of the very preterm (VP) and full-term (FT) participants. 

Characteristic VP, n = 130 FT, n = 45 p 

Perinatal characteristics 

Gestational age at birth (weeks), M (SD) 27.4 (1.9) 39.0 (1.4) NA 

Birth weight (g), M (SD) 966 (231) 3316 (552) NA 

Birth weight (z-score), M (SD) -0.5 (1.0) 0.1 (0.9) a NA 

Males, n (%) 70 (54) 22 (49) 0.6 

Intraventricular haemorrhage grade 3/4 from cranial ultrasound, n (%) 7 (5) NA NA 

Cystic periventricular leukomalacia from cranial ultrasound, n (%) 4 (3) NA NA 

Neonatal infection, n (%) 41 (32) 0 (0) a 0.001 

Moderate-severe neonatal global brain MRI abnormality score, n (%) 28 (24) b 0 (0) c 0.009 

Neonatal global brain MRI abnormality score, M (SD) 5.3 (3.1) b 1.6 (1.4) c < 0.001 

13-year characteristics 

Age at MRI (years), M (SD) 13.3 (0.4) 13.3 (0.5) 0.98 

Intracranial volume (cm 

3 ), M (SD) 1441 (131) 1526 (157) 0.0005 

Total white matter volume (cm 

3 ), M (SD) 388 (48) 423 (52) < 0.001 

Total cortical grey matter volume (cm 

3 ), M (SD) 566 (55) 595 (65) 0.003 

IQ, M (SD) 99.5 (18.0) 109.8 (12.4) < 0.001 

Motor performance score, M (SD) 8.5 (3.2) d 10.0 (2.2) e 0.004 

a n = 24. b n = 119. c n = 23. d n = 127. e n = 42. Age at MRI was corrected for prematurity in the VP group. 

4 
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Fig. 2. Results of the whole-brain VBA: significant differences in T W 

, T G and T C between the VP and FT groups. Widespread decreases in T W 

in the WM are 

accompanied by increases in T G and/or T C in similar areas. There are also some cortical decreases in T G , which are accompanied by increases in T C . Images are 

shown in radiological convention (left hemisphere of the brain is shown on the right side of the image). 
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he FT group. These regions included temporal (superior temporal,

ransverse temporal), sensorimotor (precentral, paracentral), occipital

pericalcarine, lingual, lateral occipital), cingulate and insula regions

 Fig. 2 ). 

These group differences remained similar after excluding the small

umber of VP children who had major neonatal cystic or haemorrhagic

rain injuries on cranial ultrasound ( not shown ). 

Lower gestational age at birth and lower birth weight z-score were

ignificantly associated with lower T W 

and higher T G in some small WM

egions, including the external capsule, sagittal stratum and corpus cal-

osum (for gestational age; Supplementary Fig. S3 within Supplemen-

ary Document 2), and the cingulum, internal capsule, cerebellar white

atter, corpus callosum and superior longitudinal fasciculus (for birth

eight z-score; Supplementary Fig. S4 within Supplementary Document

). We found no significant associations between postnatal infection

nd tissue compositions. Higher neonatal global brain MRI abnormal-

ty scores were significantly associated with widespread reductions in
5 
 W 

and increases in T G and T C in the WM, along with some increases in

 C in the cortical GM ( Fig. 3 ). Post-hoc analyses of the neonatal global

rain MRI abnormality score subcomponents demonstrated that the WM

bnormality score (including measures of focal signal abnormality and

ilated lateral ventricles) largely mirrored the global brain abnormality

core (i.e., higher neonatal WM abnormality scores were significantly

elated to reductions in T W 

and increases in T G and T C in the WM,

long with some increases in T C in the cortical GM). Additionally, higher

eonatal cortical GM abnormality scores were significantly related to

ower T G in some medial frontal, parietal and cingulate cortical GM

egions. Furthermore, post-hoc analyses showed that higher neonatal

lobal brain MRI abnormality scores were related to lower global brain

M and cortical GM volumes at 13 years of age in the same partici-

ants (all p < 0.05), which highlights that neonatal brain abnormalities

ave effects at age 13 years that are visible with complementary MRI

echniques, including volumetric, microstructural and free-water alter-

tions of the WM and cortical GM. 
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Fig. 3. Results of the whole-brain VBA: significant correlations of neonatal brain abnormality score with T W 

, T G and T C in the VP group. Widespread negative 

correlations between neonatal brain abnormality and T W 

in the WM are accompanied by positive correlations with T G and/or T C in similar areas. T C also showed 

positive correlations in some cortical areas. Images are shown in radiological convention (left hemisphere of the brain is shown on the right side of the image). 
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Lower T W 

and higher T G and T C in several WM regions, including

he corpus callosum, internal and external capsules, superior and in-

erior longitudinal fasciculus, cingulum, and cerebellar white matter,

ere significantly associated with lower IQ scores at age 13 years in

he VP group ( Fig. 4 ). Lower T W 

, higher T G and higher T C through-

ut the WM, and higher T C throughout the cortical GM, were signifi-

antly associated with poorer motor scores at age 13 years in the VP

roup ( Fig. 5 ). In secondary analyses when including all participants

VP and FT), we found that 1. relationships of tissue compositions with

Q scores were similar but more spatially dispersed, while relationships

ith motor scores were similar (Supplementary Fig. S5 and S6 within

upplementary Document 2); 2. relationships between tissue compo-

itions and IQ and motor scores did not differ significantly between

he VP and FT groups (all group-by-outcome interaction p FWE ≥ 0.05),

uggesting the relationships hold for both VP and typically developing
hildren. s  

6 
.3. Results of the cortical ROI analysis 

Several cortical regions were identified in which the overall 3-

issue composition differed significantly (false discovery rate-corrected

 < 0.05) between the groups ( Fig. 6 ). These cortical regions were lo-

ated across the cortical GM in similar regions as those obtained from

he VBA, including the following regions: temporal (superior temporal,

anks superior temporal, transverse temporal), occipital (lateral occipi-

al, pericalcarine, lingual), frontal (precentral, paracentral, caudal mid-

le frontal), parietal (inferior parietal), cingulate (isthmus cingulate,

ostral anterior cingulate) and insula ( Fig. 6 ). These regions generally

xhibited a relative shift from a GM-like signal (T G ) towards a more

uid-like signal (T C ) in the VP group compared with the FT group, as is

emonstrated in the ternary plot for one representative significant (false

iscovery rate-corrected p < 0.05) temporal region in Fig. 7 . Ternary plots

howing the relative WM-like, GM-like and CSF-like signal fractions for
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Fig. 4. Results of the whole-brain VBA: significant correlations of T W 

, T G and T C with IQ scores in the VP group. Small specific areas in the WM show positive 

correlations between IQ and T W 

, most of which are accompanied by negative correlations with T G and some with T C . Images are shown in radiological convention 

(left hemisphere of the brain is shown on the right side of the image). 
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ll the other significant cortical regions are shown in Supplementary

ocument 1. 

No significant associations were identified between gestational age

r birth weight and the overall tissue composition in the cortical ROIs,

hich is in line with the VBA results (in which small, specific associa-

ions in the WM but not cortical GM were found). No significant asso-

iations were identified between postnatal infection and tissue compo-

itions in cortical regions. However, higher neonatal brain MRI abnor-

ality scores were significantly associated with altered tissue composi-

ions in some cortical regions, located similarly to the VBA, including in

he cingulate, parietal (precuneus, superior parietal) and occipital (per-

calcarine) cortex ( Fig. 6 ). In general, these cortical regions showed a

elative shift towards T C in association with more severe neonatal brain

RI abnormality scores (as demonstrated in the ternary plot for one

epresentative significant region in Fig. 7 ; ternary plots for all regions

ignificantly related to neonatal brain abnormality scores are shown in

upplementary Document 1). 
7 
Finally, no significant associations between tissue compositions in

ortical ROIs and IQ score were identified, in line with the VBA which

dentified associations with IQ in the WM only. However, several frontal,

arietal, occipital, temporal and cingulate cortical regions were identi-

ed in which the overall tissue composition was significantly related

o motor scores, analogous to the VBA results ( Fig. 6 ). In general,

hese cortical regions demonstrated a relative shift towards T C in re-

ation to poorer motor scores (as demonstrated in the ternary plot for

ne representative significant region in Fig. 7 ; ternary plots for all re-

ions significantly related to motor scores are shown in Supplementary

ocument 1). 

. Discussion 

We found that VP adolescents exhibited microstructural alterations

nd increased free-water content across substantial parts of the brain

arenchyma compared with FT controls. In the WM, microstructural
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Fig. 5. Results of the whole-brain VBA: significant correlations of T W 

, T G and T C with motor scores in the VP group. Widespread positive correlations between motor 

scores and T W 

in the WM are accompanied by negative correlations with T G and/or T C in similar areas. T C also showed negative correlations in several cortical areas. 

Images are shown in radiological convention (left hemisphere of the brain is shown on the right side of the image). 
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2  
lterations were widespread and occurred as a relative shift from the

xpected “WM-like ” (T W 

) composition towards a more “GM-like ” (T G )

r fluid-like (T C ) composition. These WM microstructural alterations oc-

urred alongside microstructural alterations in several portions of the

ortical GM, where VP adolescents generally exhibited a relative shift

rom a “GM-like ” (T G ) composition towards a more fluid-like (T C ) com-

osition, based on converging evidence from both a whole-brain and

egion-specific analysis. The tissue composition alterations were par-

icularly pronounced in VP 13-year-olds who had neonatal brain ab-

ormalities. Tissue composition alterations were also related to adverse

eurodevelopmental outcomes in both VP and FT children, demonstrat-

ng a) widespread regions related to motor outcomes, and b) relatively

ore specific regions related to cognitive outcomes. 

In the WM, the relative shift from a WM-like composition towards

 more GM-like or fluid-like composition in the VP 13-year-olds com-

ared with controls may reflect reduced axon density or reduced myeli-

ation that is compensated for by increased extra-axonal fluid, cells or
8 
acromolecules. Note that the GM-like signal (T G ) in this context does

ot imply biological, functional or chemical similarity to GM, but reflects

imilar diffusion signal characteristics ( Khan et al., 2020 ; Khan et al.,

021 ; Mito et al., 2020 ). The tissue composition alterations were lo-

ated in widespread WM regions, particularly in periventricular WM

egions which are common sites of perinatal WM injury in VP infants

 Volpe, 2019 ), affecting WM tracts such as the corpus callosum, tape-

um, corticospinal tract, optic radiation and inferior longitudinal fasci-

ulus. The tissue composition alterations were also located diffusely in

on-periventricular WM regions such as the cingulum, uncinate fasci-

ulus and superior longitudinal fasciculus. Several previous studies, in-

luding studies based on the current cohort, have reported that VP birth

s associated with reduced global WM volumes ( de Kieviet et al., 2012 ;

hompson et al., 2020 ) and widespread WM microstructural alterations

ased on alternative diffusion MRI analysis techniques ( Dibble et al.,

021 ; Kelly et al., 2016 ; Kelly et al., 2020 ; Li et al., 2015 ; Pandit et al.,

013 ; Pannek et al., 2018 ; Young et al., 2019 ). Compared with prior
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Fig. 6. Results of the cortical ROI analysis: cortical regions in which the overall 3-tissue composition differed significantly between the VP and FT groups ( top row ), 

was significantly associated with neonatal brain abnormality scores ( middle row ) and was significantly associated with motor scores ( bottom row ). These results were 

obtained by performing a “compositional data analysis ”, involving converting the original 3-tissue compositions (T W 

, T G and T C ) to an unbounded 2D space via an 

isometric log ratio ( ilr ) transform, after which multivariate statistical analysis of the ilr transformed values could be performed, in order to investigate the overall 

tissue composition. For interpretation of the direction of the overall significant group differences in, or significant associations with, the 3-tissue composition, the 

plots of the original T W 

, T G and T C values in Fig. 7 and Supplementary Document 1 should be referred to. 
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tudies, the current study provides novel neurobiological insights, by

emonstrating that VP birth is associated with reduced microstructural

ensity which is accompanied by increases in extra-axonal free-water

ontent or other cells throughout the WM. 

For the cortical GM, the relative shift from a GM-like composition

owards a more fluid-like composition in the VP adolescents compared

ith controls reflects an increase in diffusivity in these regions, from a

iffusion signal representation perspective. From a biological perspec-

ive, this may reflect decreased GM cell density and increased free-water

ontent in these regions. Microstructural alterations were found in sev-

ral regions across the cortex including temporal, frontal, parietal, oc-

ipital and cingulate regions, with particularly significant alterations in

emporal regions, which have established vulnerability in VP children

nd adolescents based on volumetric and morphological (e.g., cortical

olding) measures derived from structural MRI data ( Nosarti et al., 2008 ;

hompson et al., 2020 ; Zhang et al., 2015 ). Our findings are also broadly

n line with previous studies reporting increased mean diffusivity as de-

ived from DTI in the cortex of preterm-born infants compared with

erm-born controls, including in frontal, occipital, temporal and pari-

tal regions ( Ball et al., 2013 ; Bouyssi-Kobar et al., 2018 ; Smyser et al.,

016 ). To date, there has been little research on cortical microstructure

eyond the neonatal period into childhood and adolescence following

P birth. Furthermore, group differences in the cortical GM were sim-

lar in both our whole-brain VBA and cortical ROI analysis, supporting

he concordance of the measures. 

Tissue composition alterations in distributed WM regions, along with

ome cortical GM regions, were associated with neonatal brain abnor-

ality. These regions resembled the regions that differed between the

P and FT groups, suggesting that neonatal brain injury and abnormality

ontributed to the observed group differences. The regions also included

egions known to be commonly affected by perinatal brain injury in
9 
P infants, particularly posterior periventricular regions ( Volpe, 2019 ).

verall, this provides evidence that the tissue composition alterations

t age 13 years reflect long-term consequences of neonatal brain in-

ury or dysmaturation. Prior studies, including studies based on the cur-

ent cohort, have reported that neonatal brain injury including neona-

al white matter injury is associated with altered brain volumes and

icrostructure in VP infants, children and adolescents ( Kelly et al.,

020 ; Keunen et al., 2012 ; Smyser et al., 2016 ; Thompson et al., 2020 ;

oung et al., 2019 ). Taken together, prior studies and the current study

ighlight that neonatal brain injury and abnormality is associated with

iverse brain volumetric and microstructural alterations of the WM and

M in those born VP, with the current study establishing specifically

hat neonatal brain abnormalities are related to both altered WM and

ortical GM microstructural and free-water composition. Lower gesta-

ional age and birth weight z-score were also associated with tissue com-

osition alterations, although these associations were comparatively

eaker and confined to small, specific WM regions. Tissue composi-

ions across the WM, and sometimes in the cortical GM, were in turn

elated to cognitive and motor scores, suggesting they play an impor-

ant role in cognitive and motor development, and that alterations to

issue compositions are likely to contribute to the disproportionately

igh rates of cognitive and motor impairments reported in the VP pop-

lation. Somewhat surprisingly, postnatal infection was not related to

issue compositions. Future studies employing measures from the fetal

eriod (for example, chorioamnionitis) may provide more information

n the effects of early infection and inflammation on brain microstruc-

ural development ( Anblagan et al., 2016 ). 

To understand the neurobiological mechanisms potentially underly-

ng our findings, observations from histological studies can be drawn

n. These studies suggest that inflammatory and hypoxic-ischaemic in-

ults during the preterm period impair pre-oligodendrocyte maturation
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Fig. 7. Results of the cortical ROI analysis. For an example cortical region in which the overall tissue composition significantly differed between groups ( top row ), 

was significantly correlated with neonatal brain abnormality score ( middle row ), or was significantly correlated with motor score ( bottom row ), this figure shows: a 

ternary plot of the relative tissue signal fractions of WM-like (T W 

), GM-like (T G ), and CSF-like (T C ) signal (as a percentage) per participant ( left column ) and a scatter 

plot of the isometric log-ratio ( ilr ) transformed equivalent of the tissue compositions ( right column ). The scatter plots indicate the overall significant group difference 

in tissue composition ( top row, right column ), or the overall significant correlation between neonatal brain abnormality or motor score and tissue composition ( middle 

and bottom rows, right column ). The ternary plots highlight the relative shift from a GM-like composition (T G ) towards a more fluid-like composition (T C ) in the very 

preterm group ( top row, left column ) and in relation to increasing neonatal brain abnormality ( middle row, left column ) and decreasing motor score ( bottom row, left 

column ). 

10 
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nd induce extracellular matrix remodelling and gliosis, which in turn

mpair subsequent myelination and axonal and cortical development

 Volpe, 2019 ). Our recovered patterns of tissue composition alterations

re compatible with the above mechanisms; i.e., they may reflect long-

erm adverse effects of early neuroinflammatory and hypoxic-ischaemic

nsults and injury associated with VP birth on the brain WM and GM

omposition, where reduced WM and GM microstructural density may

e accompanied by increased tissue free-water content. The duration of

euroinflammation following VP birth is unknown. Some previous stud-

es have found that gliosis persists chronically into adulthood in mouse

odels of preterm inflammatory brain injury, occurring with neuron

nd volume reductions and changes to synaptic function ( Kelley et al.,

017 ). 

Whilst our study provides a wealth of novel, specific information on

he whole-brain WM and GM microstructural and fluid composition in

P children, relating the results to the real underlying biophysical and

iological mechanisms remains challenging. Additional research corre-

ating the tissue compositions with histological data would be useful

o provide more direct information on the mechanisms underpinning

ur findings. Additionally, future multivariate, multimodal studies to di-

ectly assess the relationships between various structural and diffusion

RI measures of the WM and GM may shed further light on the mecha-

isms underlying brain injury and altered brain maturation following VP

irth. Use of myelin imaging techniques ( Lee et al., 2021 ) may provide

urther specificity on whether the findings observed in the current study

n the WM relate to axon density, myelination or a combination of both.

rior studies have shown VP children exhibit larger ventricular volumes

 Thompson et al., 2020 ), and while we observed microstructural alter-

tions in periventricular regions in the current manuscript, microstruc-

ural alterations were also observed diffusely in non-periventricular re-

ions, meaning our results are unlikely to be entirely driven by ventric-

lar volume changes. Additionally, the periventricular WM is a common

euroanatomical site of brain injury in VP infants ( Volpe, 2019 ), which

s likely to also be a contributing factor to the strong microstructural

lterations we observed in periventricular WM regions. 

. Conclusions 

We demonstrated that VP birth is associated with diverse microstruc-

ural and free-water alterations across the brain tissue up to 13 years

ater, which are associated with neonatal brain abnormalities and ad-

erse cognitive and motor outcomes. Ultimately, these findings are

oped to provide a basis for future investigations into stratifying and

redicting high-risk VP individuals, and open up avenues for developing

nd monitoring the efficacy of interventions to improve neurodevelop-

ental outcomes (for example, pharmacologic agents or modifications

o nutritional or environmental factors). Ongoing studies would be ben-

ficial to determine whether tissue composition alterations reduce, per-

ist, or worsen over time with potential implications for life-long health

nd development in those born VP. 
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